THE ART OF TEAM COACHING
Georgina Woudstra

Seminar date: 27th February 2019
Venue: The BPS London Offices
Timings: 10.00am – 5.00pm

MASTERCLASS OUTLINE:
There is a growing demand for professional and effective team coaches. This workshop is ideal for coaches who are looking to offer team coaching as a core service. Experienced team coaches will have a space to reflect on their practice and team coaching competencies. Coaches who are new to working with teams can build on their experience and discover more about team coaching.

MASTERCLASS AIMS & OBJECTIVES:
This interactive and experimental masterclass will stimulate your thinking and your practice around the Art of Team Coaching. It offers a unique opportunity to reflect on what team coaching really is and the principles and competencies needed to provide a framework for embodying the role of Team Coach.

We will explore the rich landscape of team coaching, focusing on:
- The growing field of team coaching
- What is ‘team coaching’ as distinct from team facilitation, team development, team building etc.?
- Team coaching competencies and what they look like in action

The masterclass will include practical activities and exercises, putting team coaching competencies into practice.

MASTERCLASS CONTENT
WHY: The growth of ‘team coaching’ as a specialist area of coaching practice
WHAT: The philosophy behind team coaching and why this is important to you. Defining ‘team coaching’ – where it is at and what is it becoming...
HOW: The artist’s palette - team coaching competencies
Putting competencies to practice

GEORGINA WOUDSTRA MCC coaches chief executives, senior leaders and executive teams. She has been described as having “strong presence and credibility”, as being “experienced and wise” and a coach who “has extraordinary empathy” allowing her to be “challenging but gentle”. She is a global shaper in the world of team coaching and is generous and open with her wealth of knowledge and experience.

She is also the Principal of the Executive Coach Studio, who provide unique learning experiences for executive and executive team coaches looking to deepen their practice and develop greater congruence and coherence in their work. Georgina is a successful entrepreneur in her own right, a member of the International Coach Federation (ICF), the Association for Coaching (AC), the International Transactional Analysis Association (ITAA) and co-author of ‘Coaching Global Top Teams’ in Leadership Coaching: Working with Leaders to Develop Elite Performance (Kogan Page).

She holds an Advanced Diploma in Coach Mastery from ITS, a Diploma in Transactional Analysis and a Certificate in the Supervision of Coaches, Mentors and Consultants from Bath Consultancy Group.

More info: http://www.executivecoachstudio.com/faculty/

LOGISTICS
VENUE
The event is held at The British Psychological Society, London Offices, 30 Tabernacle Street, London, EC2A 4UE
DATE
27th February 2019
TIME
The masterclass runs from 10.00am to 5.00pm.
FEES
£199.99 incl VAT (for non-subscribers)
£169.99 incl VAT (for subscribers)
BOOKING PROCEDURE
Please fill in an application form on-line at: www.coaching-at-work.com/masterclasses
CATERING
Tea and coffee is provided throughout the day. Lunch will also be provided. Please advise of any special dietary requirements when booking.